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, I. SUMMARY 

'Juvenile Court remandx~, to Adult Court occur under Section 707 
of the )lelfare and. Institution's. Code which provides that mihors, 

.~ aged,"l6 or old.er, may (under certain criteria) be found,unfit 
to be dealt with under the Juvenile Court law. C, 

'(; 

, -;... . 

, . ., 

This study attempts to. describe the 707 client,s and what 
happens to them within the Adult Court system.' The study 
consistedofatr;:tcking of 184 remanded cases ,. -- a study sample 
comprised.of all remand actions dur:l,ng the first six months of 
1976. 

-~~ 

Analysis or the. sample cases revealed that: 

1) 12% of t6e reman~ed cases resulted in a conviction 
in Adult Court; 

~ 2) Close to 20% of the cases resulted in non-prosecution, 
dismissal, or acquittal of all charges; 

3) 43% of the cases resulted in continued supervision 
or jurisdiction, i.e., f(>:rmal probation grants or 
commitment to State facilities; 

4) Adult Court adjudications showed a high incidence of 
charge reductions and freqUeQt indications 'of the_ 
p~ea-:-bargaining process; and 

5) Age appeared to be a significant factor in the .; 
Juvenile Court action (one half. of the 707 cases 
were at least 17-3/4 years old) but was not a 
determining fac.tor. 'in most of the subsequent Adult 
Court action. ' 

As a r.esult of this evaluation, the following recommendations 
are. respect'fully. submitted: 

u 

1.' That the Departmental policy regar{iing termination 
of Juvenile Court Jurisdiction be ~eviewed. 

2. That if a Youth Gorrectional Facility is established, 
the 'age range be set to include those over" as well 
as under, age 18·.·· '. 

·3. That a notification of disposition procedure be 
recommended to the Juvenile Division of the District 
Attorney's office. 

Further discussion of these recommendations will be found in 
.Section V, Conclusi'ons and Recommendations. 

M 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

o 
G 

Due to the interest of departmental managers, the Evaluation 
Unit began this inquiry into the 707 process in November, 1976. 
Contacts with probation staff, administration, and the District 
Attorney, juvenile division, revealed that there was virtually 
no knowledge of what happen~ to juveniles once they are remanded 
to Adult Court. Particularly with the impending changes in 
Juvenile Court procedures and policies resulting from the Dixon 
Bill, it appeared important and timely to conduct some study 
of this process. ' 

Description of 707 Process 

Remands of juveniles to Adult Court occur under provisions of 
'Section 707 of the Welfare and Institution~ Code which states: 

"Prosecution under the general law. In any case 
in which a minor is alleged to be a person des
cribed in Section 602 by reason of the violation, 
when he was 16 years of age or older, of any 
criminal statute or ordinance, ... the juvenile 
court may find that the minor is not a fit and 
proper subject to be dealt with under the juv
enile court law if it concludes that the minor 
would not be amenable to the care, treatment 
and training program available through the 
facilit~es of the juvenile court, ... " . 

As stipulated in the Code, determination of the minor's Unfitness 
may be based on any one o~ combination of the following factors: 

a) degree of criminal sophistication 
b) whether rehabilitation can be expected to occur ' 

prior to the expiration ofJu~eni1e Court jurisdictioh1 
c) 'previous delinquent history 
d) previous Juvenile Court attempts at rehabilitation 
e) circumstances and seriousness of the alleged offense. 

" . 
Although emancipation of the minor is cited in departmental policy: 
as an additional factor to be considered, it does not alone 
suffice as justification for a finding of unfitness. 

A 707 evaluation (consideration of fitness for Juvenile Court) 
may be initiated by the probation officer or ordered by the 
Court. If f':ttmess hearing is to occur, the District Attorney 
is notified and the minor must be represented by Counsel. 
Fitness consideration must occur prior to any juri'sdictional 
hearing involving evidence of the alleged offense. This requirement 
is based 'on the 1975 Supreme Court decision ,(Breed vs. Jones ) which . 

'ruled tha~ to do otherwise constitut~sdouble jeopardy~ 

IJuvenile Courtjurisdiqtion may be retained under Code stipulationsl 
until minor reaches age. of 21 years , however departmental policy 
calls for termination af jurisdiction at age 18 unless minoris 
under commitment to the California You~h Authority. 

2 
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. Upon a finding ofu.IJ,fitness". the juvenile petition +;~r'dismissed . 

, . and all materials relating to the of(ense are prov¥ded to the 
district attorney for prosecution in Adult Cou~t. If minors 
areto'be qetained, they are held in custody at.Juvenile Hall 
un;Less security considerations ,dictate otherwise. A limited 
number of beds are available for juveniles at the County Jail. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

The evaluation format utilized was a simple tracking of clients 
through the juvenile and adult.courts. A limited number of client 
characteristics were collect.ed.' Our primary aims were to determine: 
1) for what kinds of clients and for what types of offenses are 
remands to Adult Court occurring under our present policies; , 
2) once remanded, how long are cases pending prior to disposition, 
and 3) what kinds of d~sposit1ons are being rendered in these 
cases in the adult system. 

The client sample consists of' all juveniles who were remanded 
to Adult Court during the first six months of 1976. Anticipating 
some delays in adjudication and disposition in Adult Court, this 
time period was selected as the most recent for which we could 
obtain a maximum number of final adult outcomes. A list of cases 
d~emed unfit by the Juvenile Court during the time period was 
obtained from departmental statistic~. Of these, some multiple 
listings were found to relate to the same 707 case. All .separate 
707 actions during the time period comprised the study sample, a 
total of 184 cases remanded to Adult Court. 2 

Da~a collection consisted of retrieval of information from juvenile 
probation records, adult court case files, and in rare instances, 
adult probation files. Tracking of cases in adult courts was 
complicated by the fact that appropriate case numbers were not 
readily available, and there is no centralized index of adult 
court cases. It was necessary to clear many cases in several 
of the outlying Courts (South Bay, El Cajon, Oceanside, Vista, 
Escondido, National City) when there was no record found in 
San Diego. In cases where no record of court action could be, 
found, final clearance involved contacting six jurisdictional 
areas of the District Attorney's office in add';ttion to the City 
and Federal prosecutors. 

Locating cases in.the adult courts was more time-consuming than 
,we had anticipated, however we were ultimately able to track all 
cases in the study sample. Information-gathering of this type 
would be greatly facilitated by more centralized record keeping, 
in general, and more specifically by a record at the Probation 
Center of adult case numbers or other District Attorney action 
which relate to cases out of the Juvenile Court. 

~It should be ,noted that the study sample consists of a slightly 
smaller number of separate clients. (174). Seven juveniles 
received two or three 707 findings. during the. time peri,od. For 
purposes of this study, multiple certificatioris are being treated 
as separate cases. 

4 
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c IV. RESULTS 

As indicated previously, 184 remand~~lcases were included in 
the study sample.· Table 1 provides an overview of what happened 
to all cases subsequent to the remand action. As can be seen 
·from this table ,certain subgroups begin to distinguish them
selves .based on oC9urrences within the adult system. In 12' 
cases (6.5%), there was no complaint filed. by the respective 
prosecutor. or those cases where prosecution was initiated, 
three cases (1.6%) were returned to the Juvenile Court. In 
subsequent action, an additional 21 cases (11.4%) received a 
dismissal of all 'charges while two cases (1.1%) were acquitted. 
Of the remaining cases 13 (7% of total) showed adjudication 
at!ll pending in Adult Court, while 133 cases (72%) experienced 
a conviction of at least one adult charge. 

Because of these diffe~ences, we have identified the following 
subgroups for purposes of description: 

1) cases 
2) cases 
3) cases 
4) cases 

not prosecuted 
returnea to Juvenile 
in'which all charges 
adjudicated. in Adult 

Court" . 
were dismissed 
Court. 

In subsequent sections of this report, we address sequential 
stages of the adult process and the various subgroups will be 
described in greater detail. 

5 
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RE'l'URNED 'l'0 
JUVENILE COUR'l' 

3 (1.6%) 

: 
I 
I 
I . 

'" 

TABLE 1 - O'~RVIEW 
'i ,; 

QREMA~DED 'l'0 
ADUL'l' COUR'l' 

184 case~I,~100%). 

DETAINED 

95 (51.6%) 

I 
I 
I 

RELEASED OR 

89 (48.4%) 

I 

I 
I 
I 

. " 

I 
I 
I 

L ______ . 

" L __ _ CHARGED IN 
ADUL'l' COUR'l' 

172 (93.5%) ----, 
L-~~------------T~ I 

I 
I 

NO PROSECU'l'ION 
Detained - 4 
Released -_8_ 

12 (6.5%) 

ACQUI'l''l'ED 

2 (l.U). 

ADJUDICA'l'ION 
PENDING 

I 
FORMAL 

PROBATION 

53 (28.8%) 

ALL CHARGES 
DISMISSED 

21 (11.4%) 

13 (7.1%) 

CONVIC'l'ION OF 
ADUL'l' CHARGE 

133 (72.3%) 

PROBATION 
REFERRAL 

99 (53.8%) ,....- ----

" 

. 
SUMMARY SEN'l'ENCE PRDBA'l'ION 

40 (21.7%) 9 (4.9%) 

I 
I 

.1 

I 
DISPOSI'l'ION 

PENDING 

5 (2.7%) 

1 
S'l'A'l'E 

COMMI'l'MEN'l'S 
CYA - 23 
CDC - ·1 
CRC - 2 

26 (14.1%) 

U J 
L-----------t CUSTODY BEYOND 1-----..... 

-All percentages indicated are 
or total study sample • 

.6 

COUR'l' AC'l'ION 

58 <31.5%) 
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CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS 
~ , 

To describe the 707 client pepulatien, a limited number ef 
identifying characteristics were selected~ Table 2 prevides 
a picture ef eur client sample in terms of these characteristics. 

As can be seenrI".em the table, a typical 707 client is a white 
male, slightly under the age of 18, who. has previeusly been ao 
ward of the Juvenile Ceurt and has had no. other 707 action. 

The age ef clients in the 707 populatien ranges frem 16.3 to. 
c' 

23.4 years at the time ef remand with an average age ef 17.7 .. 
years. A large majority ef 707 actiens (72%) eccurred to. miner,s 

'between the ages ef 17 and 18 years with a coneiderable number 
(30%) being within three menths ef their 18th birthday. An 
also. sizeable number (21%) are ever 18 at the time ef their 
707 he~,ring.~ 

Altheugh the evaluaters did net systematically recerd the facters 
cited fer each finding cf unfitness, eur impressiens were that 
age was a primary censideratien given'the expiratien ef Juvenile 
,Ceurt jurisdictien at age' 18. The elder ages occurring in this 
study greup weuld tend.to suppert this impressien. Subsequently 
in the repert, mere censideratien will be given to. the facter 
ef .age as ~e discuss dispositienal alternatives a.nd d.ispesitio.ns 
in Adult Court. . 

Other Chara.cteristics 

Over 85%' of this,~07 pepulatio.n are male. This represents a 
similar prepertien ef invelvement in the 707 precess as is 
feund in the 5 to. 1 ratio. which exists in W&I Cede sectien 
602 petitien~ filed'in 1976. 

'-In terms cf ethnicity, close to. half ef the study sample are 
Caucasian, with 20 and 30% Black and Mexican-American, 
respectively. Ccmpared to. other departmental statistics, 
Mexican-Americans are over repres~nted in this greup . This.", 
difference is seemingly acceunted fer by the numbel' efille'gal 
aliens (apprcximately 15 were enceuntered in the sample) who. 
receive remands to. Adult Ceurt. 

The largest greup cf mincrs sent to. Adult Ccurt are previcus 
wards cf the Juvenile Co.urt '(39%), altheugh an also. high 
'percentage (36%) ~re ncn-wards. This -latter percentage is 
almcst certairily, a reflection ef the elder age greups represented 
in the study sample fer whem there appears no. apprepriate r~spe?se 
prior to. expiraticn cf Juvenile Ccurt jurisdictien. ' -

A majerity (73%) of the study sample have had no. cther cases -
with a finding cf unfitness; 27% ef the cases were fcund to. have 
had other 707 acticns prier to, during, or 'after the study 
period. . 
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TABLE 2 - • -707 CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS (N-184) 

, 

SEX N % . 
Male 159 86.4 
Female 25 13.6 

100% JURISDICTIONAL 
STATUS N % 

Ward 27 14.7 AGE* N -:,; 
~ Previous Ward 72 39.1 

3 1.6 'ETHNIC 
Non Ward 66 35.9 Under 16~ years GROUP N ~ CYA Parolee 19 10.3 

16~-17 years 10 5 .)~ Caucasian 88 47.9 100% 
49 26.6 'Mexican 56 30.4 17-17~ years Black 37 20.1 

I' 
17~-17 3/4 years 30 16.3 American Indian 1 .5 

Other 2 1.1 
17 3/4-18 years 54 29.5 100% OTHER 707's N % . .. -
18-18~ years 30 16.3 Yes 50 21.2 

18~-20 years 5 2.7 
No 134 72.8 

100% Over 20 years 3 1.6 . 

100% 
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JUVENILE COURT' P60CESS 

Offenses Alleged in .,.~1!~~:~ile Court 

, Most of the 707ac,,~lons during the study period (approximately 
!' 80%) were in response to a sing,le petition alleging between 
'I' one and three ofrenses. Cases involving as many as four petitions 

and 19 off~nses were encountered in the study sample. 
-. 

Types of'offenses alleged in Juvenile Court and resulting in 
707~q",tion are presented in Table 3. 

The charges most frequently occurring within the707populatibn 
are burglary, robbery and assault/ba~tery offenses ~- together 
these categories }iCCOUl1tfor close, to 40% of offenses alleged 
fo;" the study group. Theft offenses (ind1u'ding re'ceiving stolen 
property), account for an additional 21% of offenses while 17% 
consist oE drug and alcohol charges (including driving under 
the influence) 'IV ,,' , 

It· " 
,As they 'were charged, it appears that only approximately 5% of 
these offenses fall in categories specified under the revised 
707bSection resulting from the" Dixon Bill -- offenses where 
unfi tnes,s for Juvenile Courti~ now to be presumed. This is 
a low estimate, as many robbery and assault types were not 
specified in the juvenile charges -- but there ar~ clearly 
not large numbers of cases being remanded for these categories. 

l,. 
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TABLE 3' 
CHARGES FILED IN JUVEt!ILE

c
, COURT 

". -, 
OFFENSE TYPE 

1) Ar.son, Kid'nap, 
Att~mpted Murder 

2) Rape 

3) Assault 

4) Robbery 

5) Burglary 

6) Illegal use/Possession 
of Weapons 

7) Auto Theft 

8) Grand Theft 

9) Petty Theft 

10) Receiving Stolen 
Property 

11) Driving Under 
Influence 

12) Drugs/Narcotics 

13) Drunk/Disorderly 
Conduct 

14) Resisting Arrest 

15) Major Traffic 
Violations 

16) Minor Tr:.?;r'fic 
Violations. 

17) Morals 

18) Miscellaneous 

TOTALS 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF CASES '. 

2 

'S6 

40 

24 

49 

5 

24 

15 

16 

22 

21 

26 

22 

12 

14 

, 

19 

6 

7 

184 cases* 

'% 

1.0 

3.3 

21.,7 
" 

13.0 

26.6 

2.7 

13.0 

8.2 

8.7 

12.0 

11.4 

14.1 

12.0 

6.5 

7.6 

10.3 

3.3 

3.8 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF OFFENSES ~ 

\ 

'';·~I' 

6. 1.3 

6 1.3 
" 

50 10.7 

43 9.2 

77 16.5 
~ 

6 1.3 

28 6.0 

21 4.5 
. 

19 4.0 

25 5.4 

24 5.1 

37 8.0 

35 7.5 

13 2.8 

24 5.1 

36 7.7 

7 1.5 

10 2.1 

461 offenses~lOO% 
X =' 2. 54 ('(i;~;rerage 
number of offenses 
per case) 

.Column does not total 184 due :~o cases appearing,. in more than 
one offense ,category. 
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Inlti.tion of 707 Action 
\.. , D . . 

To determine the origin of most 707 act'ions ,we consulted -the 
r,ecords .. of two juvenile investigation units during the time 
period aq,d encountered 85 cases involving a 707 recommendation 
ororder~ As shown in Table 4, the great majority (74%) were 
lili-tiated by the recommendation of the probation officer. 

o 
TABLE 4 

Initiation of 707 Action 

, 
Recommended by P.O. and Approved 

Recon~ended by P.O. -- Other Order 

Not Recommended -- Ordered 

Action Pending (Bench Warrant) 

N 

63 

12 

8 

2 

~ 

-74.1 

14.1 

9.4 

2.4 

lOO~ 

Of _ those cases in whic'h a finding of unfitness was recommended 
and the Court ruled otherwise, cases were most frequently dis
posed of by an order to/pay Court costs and termination. 

/" 
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Detention 

" Slightly over half (52%) of the remanded juveniles we.re 
detained by the Juvenil~ Court pending adult action. Clients 
detained at the time of remand tended to be male (92%) and 
minorities (63%). An especially high proportion of Mexicans 
in the sample were detained, a rate affected, but not wholly 
explained, by the number of illegal alien cases. I 

ADULT COURT PROCESS. 

Most Adult Court action on ,the study sample cases (over 70%) 
occurred in San Diego Municipal and Superior Courts. Close 
to, 30% of the cases were arraigned in outlying courts (22% 
in El Cajon and South Bay). Slightly over a third of the cases 
ended up in Superior Courts (San Diego and North County) 
while a sizeable majority of the cases (65%) were disposed 
of at the Municipal Court leve~. 

A. 'Prosecution 

Of the study sample., 172 remand actions (93.5%) resulted in the 
filing of charges in Adult Court. The adult complaints, consisting 
of 51.2% felony and 48.8% misdemeanor charges, reflect some 
amended charges as compared with the Juvenile Court petitions. 
Most often, changes made at the time of filing indicated more 
specific offenses than the juvenile allegations, e.g. quantit~es 
of marij uana 'specified in possession charge, armed a,llegation ' 
added to offenses involving weapons, etc. While on occasion, 
juvenile,charges were dropped at the time of filing, changes 
most often were in the form of charges substituted or added 
in Adult Court. The average number of adult charges per client 
(2.61) represents a slight increase over the number of juvenile 
charges. 

Cases Not Prosecuted 

Twelve remanded cases (6.5%) were not filed in Adult Court. 
Reasons for non-prosecution were evident in only two instanc~s: 
one case cited Search and Siezure considerations and the other 
indicated the client's CYA commitment on another case. In terms' 
of characteristics collected for this study, no·differences are 
apparent in comparing the prosecuted and non-prosecuted, subgroups .• 

Cases where no prosecution occurred include all cases (3) which 
.had, been referred for Federal prosecution and nine which had 
been referred to various County District Attorney offices. A 
high percentage (at least two-thirds) of the failures to 
prosecute occurred in outlying areas of the D.A.'s office. 

12 
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Subsequent to the filing of charges In.pourt,th~ee cases 
(1.6% of sample) were returned for eventual disposition in 
Juve~,i1eCourt • 

Q . ~ . 

A total of·nine cases, including this su~grouPL:experienced 
jurisdictional. delays in the form of transfers back and forth 
between_:the Juvenile and Adult Courts. ,Three cases originating 
in Adult Court and eventually remanded back to the adult system,. 
were understandably certified to Juvenile Court in the interim 
upon the discovery of clients age at the time of the offense. 
An additional three cases, howe'ver,which originated in Juvenile 
Court ~ were' remanded to adult,· certified back· to juven,ile and 
remanded again prior to Adult Court disposition. '. ~ 

After remand, case~ were sent back to Juvenile Court most often· 
because of an attorney-filed motion for a 707 rehearing. On 
occasion, however, Adult Court judges appear to have deemed 
cases· more suitable for juvenile action, as return to Juvenile· 
Court was ordered in the absence of any attorney motion • 

. 11 
Due to the small size of these groups, ·no meaningful comparison 
can be ·made of the cases returned from as opposed to remaining 
in Adult Court .• 

It is important to note, however, that the process and time 
involved in establishing jurisdiction sometimes affected the 
outcomes of cases. In one case involving a 20 year old with 
multiple charges,' the delays in establishing Adult jurisdiction 
appear to have caused the eventual dismissal of all charges 
due to, the lack bf a'speedy trial. In another case, the 
Adult Court dismissed all charges (burglary and auto theft) 
against an 18 year old as it was ruled that jeopardy had 
been attached in·Juvenile Court proceedings. 

B. Adjudication 

Of the study sample, 169 cases (91.8%) had charges filed and . 
remainediri the Adult Courts. Within this group, 156 (85% of 
sample) were adjudicated while 13 cases (7%) remain pending. 
Cases remain unadjudicated because of diversion proceedings 
(3 cases), because of the defendant's failure to appear and 
issuance of a bench warrant (6 cases), or because of vario,us 
()ther delays in the Court pro<tess. 

The 156 adjudicated cases are those cases resulting in acquittal, 
conViction, or the dismissal of all charges. 

Cases 1nWhich All Charges Were Dismissed 

In~2l cases (11.4% of sample), adult proceedings resulted in 
the dismlsse.l of all charges. Although reasons for the dismissal 
action were not always recorded,. one. reason (cited in five cases) 

13 
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was austody ordered or court,~itlon pending on other ~as~s;3 
An additional five cases were dlsmis~ed upon the motion of 
the D.A. or for procedural reasons including a judgement of 
previous jeopardy or the lack of a speedy trial; one dismissal 
occurred after successful completion of a diversion·program. 

Dismissed cases include an equal number of felonies and mis
demeanors and there is no readily apparent difference between 
these cases/clients and those which were adjudicated; Dismissals 
occurred most often at the level of Municipal Court Setting 
and .Motions or at readiness hearings in Superior Court, the 
same stage of the process where most adjudications occurred. 

Cases Resulting in Acquittal or Conviction 

Cases reaching this stage of the proces~ represented 73% of 
the study sample (135 cases). Of this group, two cases 
(both involving females charged with assault offenses) resulted 
in acquittal, while 133 cases experienced a conviction of at 
least one adult charge. . 

An analysis of those cases which were adjudicated in Adult 
Court reveals a great incidence of dismissals and reductions 
and very frequent indications of the use of'plea-bargaining 
to arrive at judgements. Only nine cases of this group went 
to trial, while 126 cases were adjudicated by a plea of guilty 
or nolo contendere, most often to a single charge. Court 
records reveal that for the majority of cases, judgements 
are rendered at Setting and Motions and readiness hearings, 
for Municipal and Superior Courts, respectively. 

During the adjudication process, charges were reduced bothdn 
number and in severity. Of the 417 charges originally filed 
and adjudicated in Adult Court 243 (58%) were dismissed; over 
70% of the adjudicated cases had·at least one charge dismissed 
during adult proceedings. 

Charges were reduced both from felonies to misdemeanors and 
from more serious to lesser offenses. While felonies 
represented over 50% of all charges filed, only 37% of final 
charges were adjudicated as felonies. By the end of the adult 
process, 97 separate offense, types' alleged in Juvenile CQurt 
had been reduced to a group of 35 charges by the time of 
adjudication. 

3Pending cases did not always result in any significant final 
action in the courts. One 17 year old· female client had all 
charges dismissed, a total of three remanded cases, two within 
the study period and included in this group. 

. c:. 
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Of the final charges adjudicated, 35% represent a reduction 
from the original juvenile charge. or all cl:1,ents;'whose 
cases were adjudicated~ only 20 i12.8%1 experienced a con
viction of all charges ~iled in Juvenile Court, with these 

r cases most often . involving a sin~le juvenile charge. 

", 

" \\, 

Q. •. Disposition 
. , 

As. has been indicated, 133 cases (72%' of sample) experienced 
the conviction of at least one charge in Adult Court. Subsequent 
to conviction, 99 ·ofthese cases (close to 75%) were referred 
to the Proba.tion Department for evaluation prior to sentencing. 
(It is noted that only 37% of these cases involved felonies 
wher.ea probation referral is mandated by law.) 

Dispositions were available on 128 .cases at the time of data 
,collection. Vispositions remained pending in five cases, 
three of which involved clients undergoing a CYA diagnostic 
evaluation. Disposition information is presented in Table 5. 

TABLE 5 
DISPOSITION OF CONVICTED ADULT CASES 

TYPE -. N PERCENT 

Formal Probation· .53 39.8 

Sentence 9 6.8 

Summary Probation 40 30.1 

CYA 23 17.3, 
{: 
I' 

CDC II 1 .7 II /1 

CRC Ii 2 1 5 1 ..... 
)I 

Pending (includingldiag-
3.8 nostic evaluat.iclns) 5 

N=133 100% 

. Formal probation was ordered in close to 40% of caSes .. resulting 
in conviction., and it represents thE~ most common outcome of. 
Adult Court proceedings. Proqation to the Court" the 'second 
most frequent outcome, was ordered in 30% of these cases; 
Commitment to State facilities (CYA, Department of Corrections, 
California R~pabilj.tation Center) represented an additional 
19% of disPQs'.itions, while straight sentences were ordered 
in less than 7% of the cases. . 

Formal probation or CYA commitments tended to occur in cases 
involving warqs or previous wards of the Juvenile Court while 
mqre non-wards were granted probation to. the Court. 

15 
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Custody 

" Of those cases where a conviction'occurred, 58 cases (45%) 
resulted. in custody to be served after disposition by the 
Court (presented in Table 6). This number includes 26 
State commitments and 32 clients ordered into local custody. 
Custody time exceeding 30 days occurs j,n 50 of these cases 
which represent an average local custody time of 105 days. 

Due to the fact that custody during the Court process was 
not recorded, these totals do not inc lade all custody that 
was served prior to Court disposition • 

. TABLE 6 
CUSTODY TIME ORDERED BEYOND DISPOSITION 

D a,~s i C t d n us 0 ~y N PERCENT 

None 70 54.7 

1-5 4 3'.1 

6-30 4 3.1 

31-90 14 10.9 

91-180 7 5.5 

Over 180 3· 2.4 

Indeterminate* 26 20.3 
N=128 lOO~ 

*All state commitments 

From the data that was collected, we would estimate (fairly 
reliably) th~t approximately sixty (60) 707 clients experienced 
custody exceeding 30 days while awaiting or subsequent to 
Court action. 

Custody was ordered by the Adult Courts exclusively in cases 
invol ving males, and more frequent'ly for wards of the, Juvenile 
Court than for non-wards. ' 

4With some frequency, cases would show no custody beyond 
disposition ,even though significant custody time had been 

'served. Custody in these cases was ordered with credit for 
time served for the.same number of days. 

16 
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Other cOhditions were stipulated often by the Courts in those 
cases. which resulted in a probation disposition. Inaddition 

'" ato cus.tqdy, the most frequent conditions ordered were: fines 
(most often ordered with summary probation), restitution, 
alcohol/drug conditions, psychological 'counseling, and parti
cipation in employment or school; 

Age at Time of Disposition 

In addition to recording the 707 client's age at the time of 
Juvenile Court remand, we computed age at the time of final 
Court action in order to determipe the effect of age upon 
case disposition. Qf all cases reaching Adult qourt disposition, 
client ages at the time of .this action is presented in Table 7. 

" TABLE 7 r". 
AGE AT TIME OF ADULT COURr,I' DISPOSITION 

AGE N PERCENT 

Under, 17 6 4.0 

l7-l7~ 26 17.5 

l7~-17 3/4 lB 12.1 
" 

,17 3/4-1B 30 20.1 

lB-lB~ , 54 36.2 

Over 18~ 15 10.1 
N=lIi9 lOO~ 

Of those clients ,under 18 at the time of remand, many reach 
their 18th birthday sometime. during the Adult Court process. 
,While only 21% of the study group were over 18 at ;lhhe time of 
their Juvenile Court appearance, 46% of clients re~\ching dis
posi,tion had attained the age of 18. 

In comparing Court dispositions for the under 18 and over 18 
age groups·, some differences are noted. Most cases resulting 
in commitment to the Youth Authority involved clients under 
age 18. In regard to probation grants, .clients under the 
age of 18 were ~omewha:t more'often.granted probation to 
the Court,'as opposed to formal probation,while the reverse 
was true for those over 18,. 0 

The inc'idence of, custody ordered, however, reveals no apparent 
difference between these,~age groups. Equal numbers of under . 
IB and over IB year olds were committed to custody beyond their 
Court disposition. This finding is influenced by the youthfulness 
of· those committed,to,the Youth Authority, but little difference-

,appears. as well in analysis of local custody cases. We .found . 
·$.surpr~singly large number of c~ses l.mder 18 where focal custody was 

~ ... . ~ ,..,. . 
.. . . . 
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ordered, a number equal to the older age group_ Of these 
juveniles/with custody orders, over h'alf were of Mexican 
descent, including a sizeable number of illegal aliens. 

Cases Resulting in CYA Commitment 

Twenty-three of the cases involving a conviction in Adult 
Court resulted in a commitment or recommitment to the 
California Youth Authority. Those sent to the Youth 
Authority tended to be male (lOO%), wards or previous wards 
of the Juvenile Court (only three were non-wards), and 
slightly younger than the study sample (average age 17.5 
years). A high percentage of this group was black (43%).J 
All but one case (a petty theft charge) involved more 
serious types of offenses. 

It is important to note, however, that even though almost 
all of these cases were filed as felonies, a significant 
number (7-30%) were reduced to misdemeanors during the 
adjudication process. Their adjudication as misdemeanors, 
based on the recent California Supreme Court decision, 
limits CYA jurisdiction to a maximum period of ane year, 
in some cases, (deducting any time served) whereas a Juvenile 
Court commitment would have permitted the Youth Authority 
unrestricted jurisdiction to age 21. Indeed one additional 
case in the study sample, eventually placed on formal probation, 
was rejected by the Youth Authority due to the restricted 
time available for their jurisdiction (five months). 

Time Awaiting Adult Court~Action 

For purposes of examining how quickly remanded cases we,re 
handled in Adult Court, calculations were made of the time 
periods awaiting arraignment, adjudication, and disposition I 

for each study case. 

Arraignment: 

Over 30% of the cases were arraigned within 48 hOUl:OS (as 
stipulated for defendants in custody) and a size,able majority 
(76%1 were arraigned within seven days of the remand action. 
Most remaitiing cases ranged from 8 to 60 d'ays pendlng ar
raignmentwith two arraignments occurring more than six months 
after the Juvenile Court action and eight arraignmE~nts still 
pending. .f:>:;.,:;" , 

A large proportion of delayed arraignments encountl~red in these _ 
,cases appear to have occurred in the outlying Cour'ts. Many 
delays occurred because of attorney-requested continuances or 
minor's failure to appear and, the issuance of a bench warrant. 

Adjudication: 

Time pending an Adult Court judgement in these ca,ses ranged 
from two,days to 257 days with an average time of 55 days 
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awaiting adjudication.. Approximately 35% of the adjudications 
oCQurred within 30 days; slightly ove.r one fourth of· the cases 

o had adjudications pending for periods exceeding 90 days. 
Thirteen adjudications (7%) remain pending. 

f' 

Disposition: 

Thetlme awaiting final disposition in Adult Court is presented 
,in Table 8. As the. table shows, approximate.ly 55% of the . 
study cases reached final disposition within 90 days while a 
third of the cases were pending in excess' of four months,.dr 
remain pending. . 

TABLE 8 
TIME AWAITING DISPOSITION 

DAYS PENDING N PERCENT 

Less" than 30 24 14.2 
\ 

30':'60 42 24.9 

60-90 26 15.4 

90-120 20 11.8 

120-180 26 15.4 

Over 180 11 6.5 

Still Pending 20 11.8 
, 

169 100% Totals 

.. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

" 
The preceding section has presented the results obtained 

" ! through a follow-up of 184 cases remanded to the Adult Courts. 
Some limitations exist in the study due to the limited ques
tions it was deSigned to answer, i.e., no comparison was 

~ attempted between these cases and others retained in the 
Juvenile Court or others handled in the adult system. While 
adknowled~ing these limitations, the st~dy findings tend to 
support th~ following conclusions: 

1) Minors remanded to Adult Court, for the most part, 
experience no more severe response ,to their violations 
than are possible in the Juvenile Court .. 

Although there are some exceptions, most cases result in no 
more punishment than could be rendered within the juvenile 
system, and there are many cases where the Adult dispositions 

, appear to' be less serious than would occur in the Juvenile 
Cour.t. 

Additional~y, there are some time and cost considerations. 
Cases being sent to the adult system most often result in 
a d,uplication of probation investigation services (Juvenile 
and Adult), and these clearly result in greater overall costs 
and delays in reaching dispositions. These costs become a 
significant concern if there is little difference between the 
Juvenile and Adult Courts' responses to these youths. 

2) There is a need for a custodial alternative available 
to the Juvenile and Adult Courts for 16 through l8,year 
old offenders. A significant number of 17-18 year old 
707 clients receive orders in~olving custody, w~~le 
very limited beds at the County Jail and commitment to 
the youth Authority are the only existing presentalter-, 
natives for youths under 18. 

As a result of the foregoing conclusions and this evaluation 
process, the following recommendations are respectfully submitted: 

1) That the Director of Juvenile Services be requested to 
re-evaluate the departmental policy regarding jurisdic
tional termination at age 18 and that consideration 

.be given to extension of juvenile supervision beyond 
this age. 

Remands to Adult Court often appear to be influenced by the 
fact that the client is approaching age 18 and because of"the 
jurisdictional time limits stipulated in departmental policy. 
Allowing extended supervision beyond the age of 18 would, we 
believe,'allow for more flexibility in Juvenile Court action, 
and would result in fewer of the less se~lous cases being 
remanded to Adult Court. 
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'2) That the proposal. to establish a medium security 

fac1l1t.y fo~ youths be pursued and expal,lded to 
include 18 year olds.' 

The heed flor a faci11ty 1s clearly supported. by the' study 
.findings, and l.t shoulq, allow for' 18 year olds '1n order to 
'be an alternative for the large ,number of clients who are 
nearing the1r 18th b~rthday. . 

3) Tljt~~j a~;system of recording Adult Court numbers ~h1ch 
are"'assigned to remanded,ca~es be recommended:~ 
the District Attorney's office. (.; -"'S~::;7'." 
i,~:,. 'I..~ :,1,1: , .. ' 1:'1: ~,~) • ,. , '1j~~" -. ~. '~ ... "'..,-"i·,I'·-

This recommendation,is'made'in view' of. the,1nterest~shown by 
the D1strict Attorney's office·in determining the eventual 
outcome of these cases. Future follow~up studies of this type 
would be greatly factlitated by a centralized source of Adult 
Court numbers. 

(1 
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